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                    Abstract
This article examines one argument in favour of the position that the relational properties of mental states do not have causal powers over behaviour. This argument states that we establish that the relational properties of mental states do not have causal powers by considering cases where intrinsic properties remain the same but relational properties vary to see whether, under such circumstances, behaviour would ever vary. The individualist argues that behaviour will not vary with relational properties alone, which means that they don’t have causal powers. Four replies are presented which all reject the premise that under such conditions behaviour can never be different, and each of these are refuted. The paper concludes by arguing that knowing about the relational properties of mental states gives no predictive advantage over (and, in fact, is predictively worse than) knowing about the intrinsic properties of mental states plus context.
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                    Notes
	
Segal (2000), Farkas (2008), Mendola (2008) and Georgalis (2015), for example, have mounted recent defences of individualism or ‘internalism’.


	It is important to note that Fodor’s (1987) argument combines numerous different components of which this is only one. The ‘behaviour isolation’ argument is expressed by Fodor as being about individuation practices in the sciences—that science individuates entities in accordance with (or on the basis of) their causal powers. I am not concerned here whether Fodor’s arguments about individuation practices in psychology hold (I believe that they don’t).
To motivate his argument, Fodor describes the following case: someone with whom I have never come into contact can flip a coin on the other side of the world, the outcome of which I am completely unaware, and this will cause a change in the relational properties of every part of my organism. I (and every particle in my body) will now have either the property of being in a world where that coin displays heads or a world where it displays tails. However, as the coin flipping has no physical interaction with any of the particles that make up me as an organism, having the relational property of being in a world where the coin either displays heads or tails would not be part of the explanatory apparatus of any of my particles. In other words, a change in which side of the coin was displayed would not change the causal powers of any of my particles, and, by extension, any of my brain states (Fodor 1987, p. 34).
Fodor’s example combines two different arguments. The first, a ‘behaviour isolation’ argument, can be seen as a way to test a hypothesis by isolating features of the scenario; the second makes reference to the fact that there are an infinite number of relational properties. The latter suggests (and this has been challenged, e.g. Burge 1989) that if you allow that one relational property has causal power you must allow that they all do, which is absurd as we can see from the coin case. However, this needn’t be part of the ‘behaviour isolation’ argument.


	While in Burge’s example behaviour will change after the doctor’s visit, it will do so because the doctor’s response will cause a change in the intrinsic properties of the subject’s mental states.


	This point is made in Fodor (1987): “[I]dentity of causal powers has to be assessed across contexts, not within contexts.”


	See Burge (1988).


	
Williamson (2000) argues that at least one relational property of mental states—the property of a mental state being knowledge—makes a causal difference over the mere combination of narrow properties of a mental state and context. However, as pointed out by Molyneux (2007), the case presented by Williamson to support this argument (involving two burglars, one of which knows that a diamond is hidden in a house, the other only having a true belief that this is the case) does not involve internally identical individuals, making it ineligible as a ‘behaviour isolation’ argument.


	“Since the individuals have different physical effects in the same context, by Fodor’s own test they have different causal powers” (Burge 1989, p. 325).


	This distinction has been made, for example, by Jacob (2002) who talks in terms of ‘historical extrinsic properties’.


	See, for example, Kripke (1981). Chalmers (2002) distinguishes between ‘epistemic intension’ (narrow content, with extension fixed by actual context) and ‘subjunctive intension’ (usually broad content, with extension fixed across the space of counterfactual possibilities). Chalmers’ account, therefore, may have a role for versions of these two kinds of properties.


	See, for example, Burge (1979).


	This is a point made by Loar (1985) who describes an example where we read the diaries of two people with intrinsically-identical, but relationally-different mental states. We do not need to know whose diary we are reading, or what the referents of their words are for their diary account to fully explain their actions.
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